LIMITED COSTS.
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.
You're an idea person. You know a good one when you see it, because you've had more than a few good
ideas of your own.
You want a display system that won't stifle your creativity, that will give you the building blocks you need to
design and execute your next great exhibit idea. And you need to do it all without backbreaking effort, or
breaking the bank.

DREAM IT, SEE IT
Elements is the portable exhibit system from Displayit that lets you turn your display dreams into reality.

PLAY
WITH THE
POSSIBILITIES

Displayit's Elements offers near-endless combinations of display component options with few
restrictions on shape or scale.

THIS’LL BE YOUR

FUNNEST
EXHIBIT YET

displayit.com
1.800.207.0311

THE FUNDAMENTAL
ELEMENTS STRENGTHS
Versatile

When your exhibit needs don't fit the standard "solution," the
Elements system lets you create something new just for you.
Elements uses interlocking aluminum poles to create
freestanding frames. We print your custom graphics on
tension fabric that fits over the frame.
Our framing system allows us to create individual panel widths
from 3'-4" to over 18 feet, with panel heights up to 8 feet. We
"bend" the frames to create various shapes using angles and
curves along 3 dimensions. Special feet allow interconnection
of multiple panels so you can enjoy virtually any geometry or
length.
A system like Elements isn't just Versatile. It's Expandable.
Configurable. Scalable. Customizable. Adaptable. Modular.
Integrated. It may be the only portable display system capable of
supporting your great exhibit ideas.

Expressive

Maybe you're the type who didn't need directions to enjoy
Legos®, Lincoln Logs®, or an Erector® set. Eight crayons is never
enough for you; you find it easy to use 64.
Now it's time to create a standout exhibit to colorfully
communicate your organization's important messaging.
Words and images aren't enough. You want varied shapes and
geometry to create a unique, multi-dimensional exhibit that
communicates with personality.
When you're ready to make a statement, Elements is the display
system that lets you bring your unique exhibit plans to life.

Practical

Elements lets you create the upscale look you're after while
allowing you to keep your feet on the ground.
Set-up of your display will always be quick and easy, thanks to
tool-free assembly. The tension fabric and aluminum frame
components are lightweight and compact for painless shipping
and storage. You'll find it all quite affordable, allowing you to enjoy
mid-line quality and impact with unbeatable cost-effectiveness.
When you use Elements, your "crazy" exhibit idea suddenly
makes good sense.
Legos®, Lincoln Logs®, and Erector® set are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Let's Start
Tinkering with
Your Exhibit Ideas
Call 1-800-207-0311

